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Abstract 

In this paper, we present "A Style Language for Family Lifestyle" which visualizes various ways of family lifestyle. There are unique ways of 
living that each family has, however they are not to be visualized into a language, and people have less opportunities to awa re of their own 
styles of living in their daily lives or other families’ styles of living. In order to find how other families around us are making the quality of 
family lifestyle, we interviewed people with different backgrounds, such as family composition and origin, and visualized them through the 
method of style language. Style language is a language that describes the various approaches of doing in a specific field or subject. By 
collecting, organizing, and describing a number of styles, it will be easier for people to talk about styles and to gain new ideas beyond their 
personal experience. A Style Language for Family Lifestyle has 390 styles of living from 130 people. Through using A Style Language for 
Family Lifestyle, people will be able to know other families’ ways of living, to reflect their ways of living, and to generate their own unique 
family lifestyle. This paper presents 14 examples of A Style Language for Family Lifestyle and introduce one way of utilizing this style 
language; chatting workshop. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors: [Social and professional topics]: Professional topics― Project and people management 

General Terms: Human Factors 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Family is a concept that almost everyone can relate to and has an understanding of, however each family has 
its own way of living. In the past, Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy said that "All happy families are alike; each 
unhappy family is unhappy in its own way,” in the beginning of his book (Anna Karenina, 1878). In this context, 
what is the common point among all the happy families? We guessed that the quality of happiness was the 
common point and there are some patterns to generate the quality. On the other hand, there are a lot of practical 
way to generate the quality of happiness and each family has different styles. Even, many families design their 
own family lifestyles, they don't know how the other families are, and it is difficult to know what kind of lifestyles 
are exist. In order to learn how other families are making the quality of family lifestyle, we interviewed people 
with different backgrounds, such as family composition and origin We also found that there are various family 
lifestyles that we have never heard of. We assume that we can help people to reflect their past and to find the 
specific approach for creating their own family lifestyle by visualizing many types of family lifestyle. In order to 
visualize many types of family lifestyle and give ideas to help people designing, we, Iba laboratory, created "A 
Style Language for Family Lifestyle" with Lifestyle Research Center at Kao corporation. This is the style language 
created for the first time in the world. In this paper, we introduce A Style Language for Family Lifestyle, explain 
the creating process, and share the ways of utilizing this style language. 
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2. CONCEPT OF A STYLE LANGUAGE FOR FAMILY LIFESTYLE 

In this chapter, we explain the concept of style language and introduce A Style Language for Family Lifestyle. 

2.1 About style language 

Style language is a language that describes the various approaches of doing in a specific field or subject. 
The concept was developed through the inspiration from A Pattern Language（Alexander, et al., 1977）. Although 
both languages support the creative acts as a vocabulary, their functions and goals are quite different. Pattern 
languages shares practical knowledge and enhance the quality of the creative act, whereas style languages 
support giving recognition to the diverse possibilities (Figure 1). In other words, a style language is a language 
which expresses and provides insights into the diversity of approaches (Iba, et al., 2018).  
 

 

Figure 1:  Style language describes various approaches to improve the quality  

 
Style language consists of elements called “Style,” and each “Style” visualizes one good approach that a 

certain person practices. This language describes the content of ways of doing, which is “style content.” The name 
of the each style, "style word," represents each style's feature and this name becomes part of the vocabulary, to 
be recognized, remembered and discussed. 
 

2.2 A Style Language for Family Lifestyle 

A Style Language for Family Lifestyle describes various families’ ways of living, such as family rules, habits, 
routines, and roles in 390 styles. For instance, there are many ways of creating an unity of the family, and every 
single family has different way to achieve. One family eats breakfast together for making time to gathering up. 
Another family practices running together for participating in a marathon competition. As examples in the above, 
every single family has their unique approach to create the sense of unity. However, people have less 
opportunities to aware of their own styles daily, and they become difficult to aware other families’ styles of living, 
and to include new ways of living without any knowledge.  
 

A Style Language for Family Lifestyle was created through the collaboration of Iba Laboratory and Lifestyle 
Research Center at Kao Corporation. This collaborative research project’s purpose was to realize the support for 
designing family environment where children grow up fast and healthily. In order to achieve, we interviewed 
people with different background, look them back on their childhood and tell something about memories or 
actions that their parents did. A Style Language for Family Lifestyle was created to share ways of living those 
were told by people and to support for making their own ways of living. 

 
We assumed that through the use of A Style Language for Family Lifestyle, people can reconsider their own  

family's lifestyle, become easier to introduce about their family, and gain hints for generating the quality of family 
lifestyle. People can recognize that their thoughts, and approaches are one of various styles by visualizing many 
types of styles in style language. Furthermore, they can discuss about their styles with others, and they will also 
be able to know other people’s styles. Therefore, through using style language and gaining various styles, we can 
generate hints for new ideas and thoughts. 
 

 
 

Quality

Pattern

Style Diversity
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Figure 2: Some Examples of A Style Language for Family Lifestyle 
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3. EXAMPLES OF A STYLE LANGUAGE FOR FAMILY LIFESTYLE 

Currently, A Style Language for Family Lifestyle includes 390 styles of living under 14 themes. Each style 
consists of a sentence describing the style word, its style content, and the theme. Some examples of styles are 
shown below. Style word symbolizes its content on the upper left with bold letters. Various styles of family are 
written as an episode in the middle. Style theme which style aims to achieve in the right bottom. 
 

 
Figure3: Style word on the upper left, Style content in the middle, theme in the right bottom 

 

 

No.1 Welcome Home Hug 

Whenever I come back home, my family gives me a hug, making it able to show our love. Hugs that are able to express 

familial love from family are lovely. 

-Family’s World 

 

 
 

 

No.2 House-Sitting Magic 

My brothers and I would make pranks around the house while our mom was at work. Even though we made a mess, 

our mom enjoyed our pranks, saying that it was “House-Sitting Magic.” We would always have fun staying at home 

and thinking of what we were going to do next to surprise her.  

-Cheer Up!! 
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No.3 Start with a prayer 

Every weekend, my whole family goes to a shrine and then spends the rest of the day together. We give thanks that we 

could spend the week peacefully, and pray to have a good next week. Spending time together makes us feel closer. 

-Family Time 

 

 
 

 

No.4 Respecting Hobbies 

My parents don’t deny people's hobbies and respect our hobbies no matter how old we are. That's why I have a wide 

range of interests, and don't reject other’s diversity. 

-Keep Your Identity 

 

 
 

 

No.5 Brothers from Another Mother 

I go on a trip every year with friends living in the same apartment. We spend a lot of time together and are like one 

big family. Because I had so many big brother figures growing up, I was able to spend every day happily. 

-Warm Connections 
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No.6 Bathroom Goal Poster 

In our bathroom, we had a poster where everyone wrote their goals for the month. I could imagine how my father's 

work was going and share my own goals with my family, so we could encourage each other to achieve our goals. 

-See the Outside World 

 

 
 

 

No.7 Kickoff Lunchbox 

My mom makes a family-sized lunchbox on the weekends without any occasion. She doesn’t make a lunchbox because 

we have plans to go somewhere, she says “I packed lunch, so let's go somewhere!" so we all go out. 

-Invitation to a Dialogue 

 

 
 

 

No.8 World Donation Map 

On the big world map we have in our living room, we put different color pins on the places that we visited as a family 

or someone in the family visited. My father often went abroad for business trips, but I didn’t feel sad when I thought 

that "dad is expanding the world domination map." 

-Family Project 
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No.9 Appeal Presentation 

When I want to start something new or propose something new to my parents, I need to make a presentation. Even 

when I'm going on a vacation with my own money, I have to make a presentation and talk about why I'm going. 

-Think Together 

 

 
 

 

No.10 Mom Appreciation Day 

On days when the whole family is at home, we tell our mother to not do any housework. Everyone else splits the chores 

and makes meals, doing all the housework our mother usually does by herself. By understanding all the troubles she 

goes through for us everyday, we are able to appreciate her even more. 

-Chance to Reflect 

 

 
 

 

No.11 A Little Mailman 

I would write things I didn't want to tell my parents face to face in a letter and give it to younger sister who likes to play 

mailman. She would deliver the letter to my father, so it was easy to tell my dad things that were hard to say in person. 

-Speak Honestly 
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No.12 Book Concierge 

When I was in middle school, my family would introduce the books they recommend to everyone. Even if it was a 

difficult book, having my family introduce it to me made it easier to read. A lot of conversations were born from this 

and it was really fun. 

-Share my Favorites 

 

 
 

 

No.13 PaPa Pancake 

Every Sunday Morning, my dad made us pancakes. Even though he's not usually much of a cook, he would try his best 

to make them into cute shapes. Every Sunday morning was somehow special for me.  

-Little Pleasures 

 

 
 

 

No.14 Birthday Pearl 

I received one pearl every year for my birthday. Because it took many years to become a complete present, I was ecstatic 

when it was finally completed. 

-How we Keep Memories 
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4. THE PROCESS OF CRATING A STYLE LANGAGE FOR FAMILY LIFESTYLE 

In this section, we explain the creating process of A Style Language for Family Lifestyle. First of all, we 
interviewed about families’ lifestyles and important things for families. During the interview, we conducted 
“Mining Dialogue” to extract knowledge of practice in a particular field and domain through a dialogue. Next, we 
scored and ranked styles depends on its uniqueness and message, and classified them according to themes. 
Finally, we wrote and improved sentences in each style for making it easy to read, and symbolized the content 
of the style with a name. 

4.1 Mining Dialogue 

In order to know other families’ ways of living, we interviewed a total of 130 people from different 
background, such as family composition, region of origin and family environment. At this time, we conducted a 
method called “Mining Dialogue" (Sasabe, et al., 2016). Mining Dialogue is a pattern mining method to gain 
practical knowledge from practitioners of a certain theme or domain. By conducting mining interview, it is able 
to gain the key points of experiences. In the mining dialogue, in order to explore the most important things, start 
with asking practitioners “The most important thing you want to tell” by asking question. Then, the interviewer 
and the interviewee have a dialogue, and hearing and getting the key points of experiences.  

When we created A Style Language for Family Lifestyle, we asked "What is your favorite part of your 
family?” or "Did you have any rules in your family?" While interviewees and we talked to each other, we heard 
their families’ ways of living and wrote them down on the sticky note. As a result, we collected a total of 638 
unique styles, episodes and rules of 130 families.  

For instance, we heard stories, “Every Sunday Morning, my dad made us pancakes. Even though he's not 
usually much of a cook, he would try his best to make them into cute shapes. Every Sunday morning was 
somehow special for me." and “We kept in our mind to take pictures of our daily life. Then, at the end of the year, 
my whole family made an album together. By making albums, we were able to preserve our memories every 
year.” 

 

 

Figure 3: The Process of Mining Dialogue 

4.2 Selecting Style and Categorizing under Themes 

Once 638 styles were collected, we gave scores from 1 to 5 points and 5 is preferable and 1 is bad. We 
scored by its uniqueness, easiness to image the practical scene, and the attention to readers to practice. We did 
not select styles that would give a negative image, have too much instructive styles that take children’s 
independence away, and describe exactly the same content. Then, we organized and grouped the style contents 
by spreading them out and bringing similar styles closer. As a result, 390 styles were categorized under 14 
themes. For each of the categorized themes, we put a symbolic name that can represent contents of styles belong 
in each theme. For instance, the collection of styles for creating family’s own way of living is the theme of 
“Family’s World” and the collection of style for ideas to have a lively conversation is the theme of “Invitation to 
a Dialogue.” 
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Figure 4: Categorizing 390 Style Seeds under 14 Themes 

 
Styles in A Style Language for Family Lifestyle are classified into 14 categories and the classification is depends 
on what the style aim for. (Table 1) 
 

Table 1 : 14 Themes of A Style Language for Family Lifestyle 

Theme Contents Number of Styles 

Family’s World What our families are like and the ways of families. 43 

Cheer Up!! How the people around us support my family. 51 

Family Time How my family lives our daily lives and routines. 55 

Keep Your Identity Accept and respect everyone in the family. 21 

Warm Connections Connect with relatives and neighbors. 17 

See the Outside World See our family members outside lives. 19 

Invitation to a Dialogue Ways to trigger communication within the family. 30 

Family Project Work with our family and create events. 25 

Think Together Discuss together the serious issues or the important decision. 11 

Chance to Reflect An opportunity to express gratitude for our family. 12 

Speak Honestly Efforts to understand each other. 17 

Share my Favorites Involve the kids in our parents’ hobbies and enjoy them together. 22 

Little Pleasures The little bits of joy in everyday life. 57 

How We Keep Memories Unique appraches to keep our memories. 10 

  390 

 

 

4.3 Style Writing and Naming 

We wrote down about the content told in the Mining Dialogue, what kind of action, what kind of result in 
what kind of situation. In this case, we focused on not only improving sentences to read easily, but also keeping 
the atmosphere and texture which were told in the mining dialogue by keeping the phrases. At the same time, 
we also named the style word for each style. We used "Pattern Naming Pattern" (Shibata, et al., 2016) which 
describes the tips on naming patterns as a reference. A style word was named to become “the expression that 
captured the essence" of its content, and gave a name to ”a word that can be used everyday” for everyone. 
 

4.4 Cards of A Style Language for Family Lifestyle 

We created cards of A Style Language for Family Lifestyle so that we can use it in the workshop. In each 
card, the style word and style contents are described in about the half space of the card so that participants of 
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workshop can pick up and understand easily and quickly. In other half space of the card, there is a photo and it 
supports participants to imagine its style content easily (Figure 5). 
 

 

Figure 5: The Layout of the Style Card 

5. CHATTING WORKSHOP WITH USING A STYLE LANGUAGE FOR FAMILY LIFESTYLE  

During the creating process, one question came up in our mind, and that was “What kind of support should 
be given to generate the quality of family lifestyle by using A Style Language for Family Lifestyle?” We guess that 
we can support generating the quality of family lifestyle by holding a “Chatting Workshop.” In this section,we 
introduce the Chatting Workshop with using A Style Language of Family Lifestyle cards.  

 
The Chatting Workshop is a workshop that encourages participants to pick up some cards and search for the 

style that they like or that they want to practice in their families. While searching for their favorite cards, many 
participants have chats with other participants about their thoughts or feelings of exploring diverse ways of 
living and share their own episodes. The feature of Chatting Workshop is that it does not recommend 
participants to discuss about style card, and it encourages them to express what they just feel and share with 
others with a relaxed atmosphere. This activity also helps participants to recall their own memories and makes 
it easier to come up with better family lifestyle. There are reactions to the specific style what people have done, 
and possibilities to practice a new style and find differences among other participants. There might be reactions 
of "My family does it too!" and “There are families do such a thing. What a surprise!" We held Chatting Workshop 
at the Open Research Forum 2017, and announced this research outcomes broadly. 
 

 

Figure 6: Chatting Workshop with using A Style Language at Open Research Forum 2018 

 
After holding this workshop, participants to Chatting Workshop said these of following. 
● I want to try some styles in my family. 
● I could find many styles which I want to try when I have children. Especially, for “Invest in a Fun” 
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● I found that there is a no correct answer for family. 
● I was able to enjoy sharing experiences with others while admiring the different styles of each family's 

events even they seem to be similar. 
● I was able to understand the experience of other family’s styles and organize my thoughts through using 

the style language. 
 

In the workshop, there were many positive impressions and comments. For instance, there were comments 
about ambition to practice styles in their home. “There are so many style that I want to use when I have a baby.” 
and “I want to practice in my home right now.” In addition, one of the participants in the workshop practiced 
styles in one’s home, referring to the style word of “My Family Awards” in the style theme of “Chance to Reflect.”  
 

My Family Awards 
 
“Around the end of the year, my family presents each other with awards. There's usually 
no opportunity to express our appreciation for each other, so it's a good chance to say 
"Thank you," and the event itself is very exciting. It also makes me happy that everyone is 
actually paying close attention to me throughout the year. ” 

 
-Chance to Reflect 

 
We receive the comment that, "I made a message book of my family award on New Year's Eve. When I said 

to write the 2017’s Awards to each family on the left, and write the 2018’s resolution on the right side, 
unexpectedly everyone wrote them smoothly with no hesitation. I was surprised. My family does not stay 
together usually, so it was a little wandering."  

 
Therefore, a Chatting Workshop with using A Style Language for Family Lifestyle has an influence on 

supporting to share the various styles of family that cannot be usually learned by everyone, and supporting to 
generate hints on creating their own family lifestyles. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented A Style Language for Family Lifestyle, a language that visualizes various ways of 
family lifestyle and introduced a part of 390 styles. We also introduced the utilizing method of A Style Language 
for Family Lifestyle. By holding the workshop, it was suggested that style language can be a tool to support people 
reconsidering about their family, gives hints on creating a quality of family lifestyle, and introduce various way 
of family lifestyle. For this research project, we just visualized the Japanese common family. However, family 
lifestyles are all different depend on the culture, country and the family composition. By incorporating those 
different family lifestyles, we guess that we will be able to understand the diversity and respect different culture 
and people with different background. Every single family is unique. It will also become important for us to keep 
that uniqueness, and generate the better quality of family lifestyle. Therefore, we would like to continue the 
further research on creating ways to support even more practical or a long term method for generating the better 
quality of family lifestyle through Chatting workshop and the other new utilizing method. 
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